Reciprocal intrapool variation in plasmid copy numbers: a characteristic of segregational incompatibility.
An experimental analysis of the concept that incompatible plasmids occupy a common intracellular pool from which copies are drawn at random for replication and assortment is presented. Intrapool variations in an incompatible heteroplasmid strain are inevitable and it is shown that these variations can be exploited by differential selection to amplify one plasmid at the expense of the other. Constant overall copy number is demonstrated for isogenic wild-type replicons and also for isogenic copy mutants whose copy numbers are so great that segregational incompatibility cannot be measured. In the test system used, that of the Staphylococcus aureus plasmid pT181, the rate of replication is probably determined by the availability of a trans-active initiator protein, RepC. In heteroplasmid strains containing wild-type and dominant copy mutant plasmids, although intrapool variation occurs, the total copy number is not constant but varies as a consequence of selection for or against the mutant plasmid. This is because all of the RepC is synthesized from the mutant plasmid (the wild-type is hyper-repressed) and therefore the selection affects the supply of RepC at the same time that it affects the copy number of the plasmid. None of these effects are seen with single plasmids or with compatible pairs.